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Abstract 

In sequencing problems, there are one or more jobs to be done 

and one or more machines are available for this purpose. If at 

least one machine center includes more than one machine, the 

scheduling problem becomes a flexible flow-shop problem. 

Flexible flow shops are thus generalization of simple flow 

shops. In this paper, we are solving flexible flow shop 

sequencing problem of two machine centers, using an 

algorithm. The proposed algorithm will be suitable for a 

medium-sized number of jobs; it is an optimal algorithm, 

entirely using the search-and-prune technique 

 

I: Introduction: 

A heuristic algorithm for solving flexible flow –shop problems 

of two machine centers is proposed by Sriskandarajah and 

Sethi in 1989. In this paper we use a scheduling algorithm 

based on the Search-and-prune technique to get the optimal 

solutions, which can also be used to measure the performance 

of the algorithm by some other algorithms. The proposed 

optimal algorithm is stated below in section 2.  

The search-and-prune procedure proposed in this paper is used 

to schedule jobs for a flow shop with more than two machines. 

An upper bound is used to increase the performance of the 

procedure.  

Given a set of n flow-shop jobs, each having m (m>2) tasks 

( TTT m ,12111
,....,, TT ,2212

, …., TT mnnm
,

)1( 
) that 

must be executed in the same sequence on m machines 

( PPP m
,....,,

21
), scheduling the minimum completion 

time of the last job. 

II. Optimal flexible flow-shop algorithm with an 

illustration: 

Here input is a set of n jobs, each having m (m>2) tasks, to be 

executed respectively on each of m  

machine centers with p parallel machine and output is a 

schedule with a suboptimal completion time.  

Considering an example parallel to the algorithm, five jobs, 

1J  to 
5J  , each having three tasks (

1 2 3
, ,

j j jt t t ) that are 

to be scheduled via three operations. Each operation is 

executed by a machine center includes two parallel machines. 

Assume the execution times of these jobs are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1: Processing times for the five jobs. 

Execution 

Time 

   

Jobs 

J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 

t1i 3 2 5 2 4 

t2i 7 3 5 5 6 

t3i 5 3 1 3 6 

 

Input: A Set of n  jobs, each having m  ( m >2) tasks, to be 

executed respectively on each of m  machine centers with p  

parallel machines. 

Output: A Schedule with on optimal completion time. 

Step 1: Set the initial upper bound vmax
  of the final 

completion time as . 

Here, assuming the Upper bound vmax
 to be 28. 

Step 2: For each possible combination of task allocation and 

permutation of task sequence, do the following steps. 

Step 3: In each machine center, set the initial completion time 

of each machine to zero. 

Initialize d1
 = d 2

 = 0, where d i
 is the initial completion 

time of D ji
. 

Step 4: Set the variable g  to one, where g  represents the 

number of the current machine center to be processed. 

Step 5: Schedule the first tasks of all jobs in the machines of 

the first machine center. That is, for each task T i1
  of the i -

th job allocated to the j -th machine D j1
in the first 

machine center, do the following sub steps according to the 

scheduling order in the permutation and combination 

generated. 

(a) Add the processing time t i1
 to the completion time d j1

 

of the machine D j1
. That is: 
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tdd ijj 111
   and dc ji 11

 . 

440
11

d         And          4
111
dc i

 

514
21

d          And         5
211
dc i

 

1055
31

d        And         10
311
dc i

 

12210
41

d      And          12
411
dc i

 

17512
51

d      And          17
511
dc i

 

(a) If  17 is not larger than 28(vmax
) then 

(b) If  d j1
 is larger  than vmax

, neglect all the permutations 

and combinations with this sequence in the first machine 

center and go to Step 2 for trying Another permutation and 

combination. But here, this step is not applicable. 

Step 6: Set g = g + 1, i.e., Set g = 1+1 = 2. 

Step 7: Schedule the g -th tasks of all jobs in the machines of  

the g -th machine centers according to the permutation and 

combination generated. For each task T gi
 of the i -th job 

allocated to the j -th machine D jg
 in the g -th machine 

center, do the following sub steps in the scheduled order: 

(a) Find the completion time d jg
 of the machine D jg

 as: 

d jg
 = max ( cd igjg )1(

,


) +t gi
, and dc jggi

 . 

d12
 = max (0, 4) + 8 = 12      and    12

122
dc i

 

d 22
 = max (0, 5) + 5 = 10     and     c i2

=d 22
= 10 

d 32
 = max (0, 10) + 2 =12     and    dc i 322

 = 12 

d 42
= max (0, 12) + 5 = 17    and     dc i 422

 = 17 

d52
 Max (0, 17) = 5 = 22    and    dc i 522

  = 22 

(b) If d jg
 is larger than vmax

, neglect all the permutations 

and  combinations With this sequence in the first g machine 

centers and go to step 2 for Trying another permutation and 

combination. But as 22 is not greater than 28, this step is not 

applicable. 

Step 8: Repeat Steps 6 and 7 until g > m . 

Set g = 2 + 1= 3 

(a) d13
  = max (0,12) + 3 =15      and dc i 133

  = 15 

d 23
 = max (0, 10) + 2 = 12     and dc i 233

  = 12 

d 33
= max (0.12) + 4 = 16      and dc i 333

  = 16 

d 43
 = max (0, 17) + 3 = 20    and dc i 433

  = 20 

d 53
= max (0, 22) + 6 =28     and dc i 533

  = 28 

(b) If 28 is equal to 28, then 

d13
 = 0 + 3 = 3                         and dc i 133

  = 3 

d 23
= 3 + 2 = 5                          and dc i 233

  = 5 

d 33
 = 5 + 4 = 9                         and dc i 333

  = 9 

d 43
 = 9 + 3 = 12                       and dc i 433

  = 12 

d 53
 = 12 + 6 = 18                     and dc i 533

  = 18 

Step 9: Set the completion time d m
 of the current schedule = 

p

j 1
max


(d jm

) among the p machines in the m -th machine 

center. 

                = max
1

p

j

(17,22,18) =22. 

Among the p  machines than in the m -th machine center. 

Step 10: If d m
 is smaller thanvmax

, then set vmax
=d m

. 

If 22 is smaller than 28(vmax
), then Set vmax

 = 22 

Step 11: Repeat Steps 2 to 10 until all the possible permutation 

and combinations have been tested. 

Step 12: Set the optimal final completion time of the job 

scheduling f f =vmax
. 

Step 11: Set the optimal final completion time of the job 

scheduling 

                                    f f  = 22 

After this step, a globally optimal completion time f f has 

been found. 

 

III. Conclusion: 

In this paper, we have proposed an algorithm to solve flexible 

flow-shop problems of more than two machine centers. It is an 

extension of Sriskandarajah and Sethi’s method. This 

algorithm is suitable for a medium-sized number of jobs; it is 

an optimal algorithm, entirely using the search-and-prune 

technique. It can work only when the job number is small. 
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